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Message from our Departing Chairman

W

hen I took on the role of
Chairman I didn’t realise
that in the 2 years of
my incumbency we would have
to replace Bob Ruddlestone as
Director after his 10 years of
service and at the same time lose
the patronage of EEF /UK Steel.
Perhaps if I had known in advance
I may have been less willing to
accept the challenge. However,
these challenges have to be seen
as opportunities to develop and we
are now fortunate to have Elizabeth
as our Director who is steering
the Association further into the
manufacturing sector so that the
membership can forge alliances
and relationships to further their

This divergence was readily
demonstrated by the recent visit
that Elizabeth arranged to JCB
which showcased an inspirational
and successful UK manufacturing
company that all members who
attended really enjoyed.
I wish the association continued
success and growth and I would
like to thank all of the members
for their support during my
Chairmanship.
business interests. This should be
seen as a healthy development
for the Association which should
strengthen its base and open it up
to new members.

Hopefully my successor will have
a successful and stable period as
Chairman.

Andy Orme, Chairman

Skills4 sessions at Magnox
Magnox is the management and
operations contractor responsible
for safely managing 12 nuclear
sites in the UK working for
the Nuclear Decommissioning
Authority.
I addressed their Autumn
conference In Stratford in
September with regard to assisting
staff to take responsibility for their
career opportunities internally.
Running a Skills4 session for
Magnox employees assisting them
to take a proactive approach to
their own career progression.
Jack Gritt URENCO Group closed
the day of behalf of the Nuclear
Institute and Women in Nuclear.
Elizabeth Bonfield, Director
www.bmpca.org.uk
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UK Steel Innovation Day
London’s Science Museum was
filled to capacity this week for UK
Steel’s Innovation Day Event.
With headline sponsorship from
Macquarie Bank Limited, and
associate sponsors British Steel,
Liberty Steel and Tata Steel,
delegates enjoyed a strong line
up of speakers from the sector
and academia and the supply
chain. Keynote speaker Robert
Stacey, Commercial Director
for the Heathrow Expansion
Programme, told a packed house
that the programme would provide
180,0000 jobs. Robert reported
that Phase 1 of the process,
Heathrow received 160 different
Expressions of Interest in becoming
an Innovation Partner of the
Expansion Programme from a very
diverse range of organisations, 61%
of whom have never worked at
Heathrow, adding that he hoped
that even more businesses would
join the project on their journey.
Steve Pallant of Primetals
Technologies challenged the
audience, suggesting that additive
manufacturing could result in using
less metal in products, but with a
higher value.
Cambridge Professor, Julian
Allwood seemed to agree saying
that we could live well using half as
much steel for twice as long. Julian
proposed that globally, we do not
need any new blast furnaces, to
meet the ever-growing demand for
virgin steel. That as much as CCS is
needed in industries such as steel,
it will not develop fast enough to
significantly tackle the problem of
sector emissions. We need to avoid
making scrap in our own processes
and the construction sector should
develop further adapting buildings,
rather than demolish and rebuild.
Siemens demonstrated that
supply chain collaboration is key
to the success of ‘industry 4.0’
as well as fully understanding
and embracing digitalisation to
significantly boost productivity.
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Libby Peake from Green Alliance,
the environmental Think Tank,
called for government policies to
support the increased uptake and
use of scrap steel. After discussing
some of the historic and ongoing
issues faced by the steel industry,
Libby said that more is needed
from the Government in terms of
“pull” measures to increase uptake
of secondary steel, including green
public procurement, standards for
recycled content and requirements
for reuse. Libby suggested the
Government was currently too
reliant on recycling targets which
essentially dealt with collections
at end-of-life and that a phase-in
of the “pull” measures suggested
could be far more effective in
driving a circular economy.
David Egner of British Steel
reminded us that steel as a material
sits at the very heart of society and
technology. During his ‘Building
Stronger Futures’ presentation he
said that product innovation can
only succeed if it adds product and
customer value. The conference
saw that the latest rail material
from British Steel last three times
as long. Then with a special coating
this can extend the life by 30 times
and delivered in 216m lengths.
Business Minister for Steel,
Richard Harrington MP took part

in the programme to outline the
Government’s view of the sector.
He stated that continued global
overcapacity in the steel sector
indicates the need for innovation
in the UK. The minister highlighted
the ground breaking work that
Liberty is doing on metal powder
and the challenge is to deliver
innovation to its customers.
Mr Harrington set out the
Government commitment to public
procurement and how the sector
can certainly benefit from that. The
R&D Challenge Fund, needs to be
merit based, not politically based.
The minister also congratulated the
sector on our collaborative work
with universities.
UK Steel Chairman and Liberty
Steel CEO, Jon Bolton gave the
closing address. He thanked
everyone involved for making the
event such a successful day. In
particular our Chairman for the day,
Chris McDonald of the Materials
Processing Institute who oversaw
a fascinating day for the sector.
Jon concluded by saying that the
level of innovation and talent within
the sector means that “an exciting
future awaits the steel industry,
providing we have the recognition
and support that we and the
communities we support require.”

ASSOCIATION NEWS

JCB Global World Head Quarters
October Business Meeting and
Factory Tour Experience

Members met in October and
relished in the hospitality of JCB
for the recent business meeting.
Attendees held the formal business
part of the day in the training
school Board facilities.
Agenda items included the
quarterly ISSB update which
now covers aluminium and the
reintroduced statistics on scrap as
requested by active members.

Interestingly, the steel being
used to make the equipment was
produced in Britain, apart from
a small specialist supply from
Sweden.
4000 people work on this site, so
there was plenty to observe as the
scale of the operation is immense.
A couple of members said it had
been one of our best visits ever.
Big thank you to JCB for hosting.

Jeremy Nicolls formally Director of
the Energy Intensive User Group
gave a most informative The
Energy update covered topics from
legislation change to fracking. He
attracted a large range of questions
form members provoking a good
debate.
Following lunch the members
transferred to the JCB visitors
centre where we were privileged to
a private hosted tour ‘The Story of
JCB’ followed by being taken on to
the world famous Blackhoe loader
assembly line.
We were able to observe the
process of how the machine is built
from the delivery of the British
sheet steel, profiling, laser cutting,
welding, paint shop assembly and
finally the finished product.
www.bmpca.org.uk
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Beg, steel or borrow
of EEF), the event took place in
London’s iconic Science Museum
and explored how R&D can unlock
the potential for a sustainable,
profitable steel industry.
The packed agenda offered
keynotes from the likes of Liberty
Steel, Tata Steel, Siemens,
Heathrow Airport, and Green
Alliance, with a lively audience
putting tough questions to the
speakers throughout the day.
“Too often, steel is in the news for
the wrong reasons,” declared Jon
Bolton, CEO of Liberty Steel and
Chair of UK Steel. “Today, we are
celebrating all the positives, the
successes and opportunities.”
The age of steel dawned around
150 years ago. To ensure it
continues for centuries to come,
foundries will need to embrace
new materials, technologies,
processes and industrial
innovations.
Thankfully, the UK steel industry
is already at the cutting-edge of
technical developments, as Jonny
Williamson reports.
No one can argue that the steel
industry has faced – and continues
to face – challenging conditions.
High energy costs have exposed
UK producers to decades of low
growth and increased competition
from imports. Things came to a
head in Autumn 2015 when cheap
Chinese steel – of reportedly
questionable quality – flooded
the global market, resulting in the
closure or reduction in capacity at
major plants in Redcar, Scunthorpe,
Scotland and South Wales. It’s
thought that around 7,000 jobs
have been directly affected to date.
The sluggish and arguably
ineffective reaction from Sajid Javid
– Secretary for Business, Innovation
and Skills at the time, and current
Home Secretary – won him little
4

respect from industry, trade
associations and trade unions alike.
More recently, Donald Trump took
matters into his own tiny hands
by imposing tariffs on US imports
of steel (25%) and aluminium
(10%). Intended as a largely titfor-tat measure against Chinese
dumping, the result is a rather
blunt approach to what was, and
remains, a complex global issue –
overcapacity.
Change is the only constant
Continued global overcapacity in
the steel sector demonstrates the
need for effective and meaningful
innovation. Luckily, the UK has led
the world in the field of industrial
innovation for centuries. It’s a
pedigree that is still very much
alive today and nowhere more so
than in our nation’s foundries.
A recent ‘Innovation Day’
demonstrated exactly that
by showcasing the dynamic
people already driving the steel
industry forward and the future
opportunities the sector represents
through the supply chain.
Organised by the sector’s trade
association – UK Steel (a division

www.bmpca.org.uk

Green steel?
According to Bolton, the word
‘innovation’ is used too often
and applied to anything and
everything to the extent that it has
become almost trivial. “Innovation
is far from trivial or simple. It is
challenging, complicated and
difficult,” he noted.
Difficult it may be, but Liberty
Steel’s innovative ‘Greensteel’
initiative could represent a gamechanger. Traditional steel is made
by smelting iron ore with carbon
in blast furnaces, in the process
producing massive amounts of
CO2. Greensteel is made by melting
existing scrap steel in electric arc
furnaces.
Currently, the UK imports about
6.5 million tonnes of raw or
semi-finished steel a year, while
exporting 8 million tonnes in scrap
metal – most of it steel. Greensteel
offers the opportunity to reduce
those imports and to recycle steel
and other metals.
Responsibility of action
Making the UK metals sector more
sustainable was a theme that
ran through several of the day’s
presentations, particularly that

AM represents a totally new model,
one where complexity or one-offs
don’t equate to a higher cost.
“Additive manufacturing offers
numerous advantages, including
design freedom, lightweighting,
process optimisation, new
supply chains, part consolidation,
improved performance, economies
of scale at low volume, and the
ability to internally route cabling,
fluids or sensors,” said Pallant.
“AM could also help meet our
sustainability targets as we shift
from shipping parts to sending
design files for printing on site.”

of Julian Allwood, a professor of
engineering and the environment at
the University of Cambridge.
Professor Allwood presented the
findings of his research into the
steel industry supply chain which
forecast that the supply of UK scrap
steel would rise from 10 million to
20 million tonnes a year.
“Steel is the most circular material
on the planet, it is a permanent,
versatile, infinitely recyclable
feedstock,” he said, adding that the
world will “never need more blast
furnaces” because our future needs
for virgin steel could be met by
recycling scrap.
That paradigm shift would become
far easier to realise via a trio of
improvements, he added: better
design and manufacture of metalbased products resulting in less
scrap; the construction sector
placing greater emphasis on
adapting buildings, rather than
demolish and rebuilding; and
industries doing more to avoid
over-specification.
“Automotive manufacturers
currently scrap around half of all the
steel they purchase, largely because
steel producers insist they buy in
standard-sized coils,” he said. “This
issue is particularly acute in metal
blanking, where a shape is punched
out from a strip of material.

“In comparison, the textile industry
is much better at blanking
because its makes better use of
technologies such as intelligent
blanking and laser cutting.”
Developing an alternative to deep
drawing could also represent
another way of reducing wastage,
he suggested.
Generative design
The steel industry – particularly
in the UK – has always paid a
significant amount for energy, and
therefore, businesses have become
very efficient at using it. This
means the opportunities for future
efficiencies are pretty limited,
according to Professor Allwood.
As a result, the world is likely to
produce far less than the 1,600
million tonnes of steel currently being
produced every year. Instead of
focusing on volume, steel producers
will emphasise using less metal in
products, but with a higher value.
One way of achieving that,
according to Steve Pallant of
Primetals Technologies, is via
additive manufacturing (AM).
Manufacturing methods have
traditionally utilised four
techniques: subtraction, casting,
forming and joining; and designers
largely think and design using
these four principles.

Many manufacturers are already
using additive manufacturing
to produce end-parts, such as
Siemens (gas turbine blades); GE
(aircraft seat buckles and engine
fuel nozzles); Aristo Cast (lost-wax
casting), and Callebaut (chocolate
confectionary).
Use cases may be increasing;
however, challenges do persist,
Pallant said. These range from
market inertia (‘what we’ve
got is good enough for now’),
weak customer demand due to
uncertainty of finished parts,
and appetite for change – are
companies hungry enough to take
advantage of the opportunity?
A fitting question which aptly
summarises the entire day’s
proceedings.
A sustainable future
Like most industrial sectors, the
future of steel is uncertain. Steel
and its wider supply chain has the
means to address almost every
major societal challenge we face
– efficient resource management
and adaption to climate change,
industrial renewal, sustainability,
social mobility, modern urban
environments and innovative
societies.
Yet, doing so relies on developing
and investing in new materials,
technologies and processes,
working together and becoming
innovation ‘magpies’.
www.bmpca.org.uk
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British Steel
British Steel’s David Egner
reminded us that society is
defined by the material it
produces – the stone age, the
bronze age, the iron age.
He noted that as a material
producer that ‘makes things that
make everything else’, British
Steel is at the heart of society
and technology and therefore
feels a tremendous amount of
responsibility to innovate.

environments. Much of these people
movers rely on a bullwheel - a large
wheel on which a rope turns.
Historically, bullwheels are made
by welding a handful of pieces
together, but this creates points
of weakness which need to be
periodically assessed and replaced.
British Steel has created the world’s
first ready rolled, single-piece
bullwheel which doesn’t require
welding, eliminating the time and
cost of maintenance.
MECHANICAL:

Innovation comes in a variety of
areas, Egner continued, but the
objective is always the same –
creating greater products and
customer value while using less
steel. He offered four examples of
exactly that in practice:

Train rails are increasingly being
asked to perform for longer in
harsher environments. British
Steel’s latest train rail material,
HP335, has been optimised to
deliver higher-wear resistance
without the need for heat
treatment, and better rolling
contact fatigue (RCF) performance
– reducing the need for periodic rail
grinding.
HP335 reportedly lasts threetime longer than rival ‘as-rolled’
rails, reducing lifecycle costs for
infrastructure owners/operators by
up to 60%.
PHYSICAL:

FORM:
Doppelmayr is a market leader in
ropeway engineering. The AustroSwiss company manufactures
chairlifts, cable cars, gondolas,
surface tows and funiculars for ski
and amusement parks and urban

As the number of rail lines increase,
so too does the potential for
corrosion. Certain areas – such
as tunnels, coastal regions and
road crossing – are particularly
prone to corrosion. Other areas
may be subject to contamination

from salt, water, minerals and
biological matter. More than half
of rail failures in some networks
reportedly originate from the
rail foot, the area most prone to
corrosion, but conversely the most
difficult to inspect.
British Steel has developed a new
thermally sprayed, zinc alloycoated rail offering five to 10-times
the life of previous rails in corrosive
areas through the combination of
impact and abrasion resistance, and
sacrificial protection.
PROCESSING:
Most tyres have wire reinforcement
cord running through them to
maintain shape and support the
vehicle weight.
To achieve the required dimension
and strength, wires undergo
‘patenting’ – passing through tubes
in a furnace at 950˚C and then
rapidly quenched. The process
creates wire that is both high in
strength and malleable.
British Steel has developed the
world’s first patent-free tyre cord,
helping to manufacture lighter and
more durable tyres, which in turn
improve fuel economy and vehicle
performance.

Steel in the UK
The UK steel industry employs 32,000 people

The UK steel industry comprises 600 businesses

The UK steel industry contributes £1.6bn to the
economy

Steel produces 25% of global industrial emissions,
or 6-10% of total global emissions

Compared to the 1970s, many jobs in today’s steel industry are highly skilled and command greater salaries,
but fewer people are required overall
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Sheffield Forgemasters has opened a
new machining facility, the only one of
its kind in the UK

S

heffield Forgemasters has
installed the UK’s largest
five-axis Vertical Turning
Lathe (VTL) manufactured by
Spanish company, BOST, as part
of a six million GBP upgrade to
our machining facilities and to
dramatically improve capacity
and throughput for complicated
machining requirements.
Commissioning of the VTL was
attended by delegates from
Sheffield City Region Local
Enterprise Partnership, which
helped to fund the VTL installation,
alongside senior supply chain
partners and officials from BOST
and their UK supplier, McDowell
Machine Tools Ltd.
David Bond, CEO, said: “We were
delighted to commission this new
facility which marks a step-change
in our capacity to deliver advanced
manufacturing techniques.
“The improvement of our
machining facilities is of particular
interest to customers such as
those in the defence industry as
it has superior accuracy and will
significantly reduce lead times on
delivery for crucial components
both for the UK and US submarine
programmes.

It has a maximum machining height
of 4m, maximum swing diameter
of 8.5m, table weight capacity of
100 tonnes and embraces modern
I4.0 techniques of process control,
adaptive control, and real-time
interactive maintenance protocols.

and precedes the installation of a
BOST ram, Horizontal Floor Borer,
which will increase Forgemasters’
capacity for the machining of ultracomplex shapes including node
castings for offshore oil and gas
markets.

Stuart McDowell, managing
director at McDowell Machine
Tools, said: “Sheffield Forgemasters
is one of the last iconic British
manufacturing companies and
flies the flag for UK heavy industry
globally. We are delighted to
have supplied our prestigious and
technically advanced BOST fiveaxis VTL.

The BOST ram machine is
scheduled to be commissioned
later this year and both machines
will allow Sheffield Forgemasters’
machine shops to substantially
improve machining times on key
components.

“BOST hydrosphere machines offer
key benefits of being extremely
heavy, rigid and powerful yet
still capable of the highest levels
of accuracy. This technology
is a significant investment for
Forgemasters and gives the
company capability unrivalled in
the UK and matched by only a
handful of companies throughout
the world.”
The installation of the machine
has taken 330 days to complete

David Bond added: “Despite
the high levels of competition
for contracts that we face on a
global level, the business has
always recognised the need
to keep investing and pushing
technological boundaries and
capacity so that we can compete
at the highest level.
“Upgrades to our plant will
continue and improved facilities
in each department from steel
making to machining are helping
this company to make great strides
in what we can achieve.”

“Our new VTL will also have
significant implications for the
machining of domed or cylindrical
components such as those required
in the civil nuclear power market
and pressure vessel markets.”
Weighing almost 250 tonnes, the
BOST VTL is the largest and most
capable 5 axis Vertical Turning
Lathe in the UK and required the
removal of 6,000 tonnes of earth
and 3,400 tonnes of concrete to
create a foundation.

www.bmpca.org.uk
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Apprenticeships:
Long Term Planning or Cheap Labour?
Should manufacturing companies
be investing in apprentices?
Should the UK be investing in
apprenticeships?

of the subject matter. Engineering
is an expensive subject to deliver,
requiring a lot of floor space and
equipment.

Apprenticeships have been around
for hundreds of years, started by
master craftsmen in the middle
ages. So why are they such an
emotive subject in 2018?

It’s hardly surprising that it gets
treated poorly.

There has been a lot of publicity
about large companies abusing the
recent legislation to overcome the
Apprenticeship Levy. Generating
an apprenticeship in turning
burgers over is obviously a decision
made by a financial director.
Understanding the reasoning
behind the levy is the first issue
– buying into it is another matter.
There will always be companies
who do not think they should be
investing in training and prefer to
pay over the top wages to poach
people from companies that do.
This short term approach is why
the levy was introduced in the first
place. I can see the logic in it, but
the delivery has fallen way short of
the mark, leaving it open to abuse.
However, throwing the baby out
with the bathwater will not help the
overall situation. It just needs the
responsible companies in the UK to
embrace it and work through the
difficulties.
Why.
The first question to answer is “why
train?”.
This will prompt a different answer
depending on your business, but
engineering and manufacturing
companies should all be of a like
mind. We should all be aware of
the issues and politics of academia.
The universities and colleges are
expected to deliver education
to the entire country based on a
system which prioritises full time
courses over part time, irrespective
8
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However, there are alternatives, but
they require a little more work on
behalf of the company to find the
right partners, and a bit more cash
to do it properly. Companies looking
to set up apprentice schemes should
be doing so because they believe
in the end results, not because they
can get cheap labour. Looking for
government handouts is a frustrating
and generally wasteful use of
management time. Do it yourself.
All organisations require skilled
staff of all persuasions. Graduate
training is equally as expensive and
does not necessarily offer a better
solution. If companies are not
training themselves, then they are
attracting talent from somewhere
else – probably from smaller
companies who depend on training
and believe in apprentices, winding
up costs and inflating salaries.
This appears to be one area
where potential employers are
put off - a fear of losing the newly
trained talent to better paid jobs
elsewhere. So how do you keep the
talent you have nurtured for years?
Paying the going rate is obviously
a factor, but there is far more
to today’s youth than fame and
fortune. Despite what reality TV
would suggest, today’s young
people are generally looking for
job satisfaction and a good work
life balance. They have been
brought up by people like you and
I, who have benefited from our
parents endeavour and who are,
in general, enjoying a massively
better standard of living than our
parents ever did. We have passed
this down to our kids and amplified

it whenever possible, hopefully
setting a good example, exactly as
our parents did.
Industrial Automation and Control
(IAC) have been employing
apprentices for the past 30 years
– ever since the company was
started. The company takes a very
responsible attitude to training
young people and always has done.
It has been this attitude which has
been responsible for the situation
which the company currently
finds itself, with one of the most
successful apprentice schemes in
the country, and a healthy balance
sheet. I wish I could say this was
always the plan, but in the early
days, all we wanted to do was offer
opportunity to someone we felt
deserved it, hoping that they would
stay with us for a long time.
However, since those early days,
IAC has been able to offer a real
job to almost every apprentice that
has gone through and completed
the four years of training – only
one was unable to find a position.
In every case, the apprentice has
wanted to continue with IAC, and
the vast majority of those are still
with us.
So, how much does it actually
cost to train an apprentice? I wish
I knew. It is almost impossible to
determine a price for the time and
effort put in by everyone in the
company to get that kid across the
line, never mind the time and effort
that the individual has to put in, but
it is probably a six figure sum per
apprentice.
Is this a worthwhile investment? If
that person is going to stay with
the company for a long time, then
we would say yes, but we also have
to be prepared for times when we
are unable to match the individual’s
aspirations – we may not be able to
offer the correct position. When we
take someone on at 16-25 years

MEMBERS’ NEWS
There is a huge amount of
assistance available from Not for
Profit training organisations and
also colleges and universities.
Unfortunately, each of these
organisations has a different
agenda to you. Finding the
right one can be exhausting and
frustrating. IAC has been through
the hoop with universities over the
years. Colleges of Higher Education
now call themselves Universities,
and they have patently lost the
plot when it comes to their role in
society.

of age, we have no idea where they
will end up in the organisation,
so how are we able to plan long
term? It is impossible to define
where their skill set will settle, so
we need to be prepared for the odd
disappointment.
It is not easy to answer the
question of cost effectiveness
unless the apprentice scheme is
at the heart of the organisation.
IAC has built its business
strategy around the scheme and
everyone in the company feels a
part of it. Everyone is in contact
with apprentices every day –
most of them came through an
apprenticeship themselves and
understand the issues. This generates
a learning culture and permeates all
areas of the business. Customers love
the fact that we embrace it.
How.
So, how do you develop an
apprentice scheme from scratch?
Can we rely on government help
to set one up? In our experience, if
you want it done properly, for the
right reasons, then do it yourself.
The bureaucracy of anything
governmental is always a challenge,
and most of the “systems” have
been set up by politicians. What do
they know? Did they go through the
process themselves? I’m guessing no,
but I have been wrong before.

Colleges of Higher Education
were set up to provide industry
with part time education courses
to supplement working people.
Manufacturing companies do not
want to lose their assets to full time
education – they want night classes
and day release. Unfortunately,
the system these days rewards
Universities better for full time
course than part time, so they are
far more willing to put on degree
courses in Jewellery Making and
Knitting, than in engineering. That
is a real example, not something
made up.
We have had to move our
academic education provider three
times. We are constantly battling
with changes to the system and
this has an adverse effect on the
poor apprentice who finds him(her)
self shifted from one place to
another, sometimes mid-course. It
is testimony to their resilience that
they ever achieve a pass mark at all.
IAC currently partners with
Newport and District Group
Training Association (NDGTA),
a not for profit trainer close to
Newport, where we have our
factory. NDGTA supervise, deliver
and approve NVQ training and have
done for many years. They issue
the Modern Apprentice Certificate
at the end of the training.
In recent years, as a result of
the academic issues we were
experiencing, NDGTA started to
deliver BTec Ordinary National
Diploma, and then Higher National
Certificate and Diploma in Electrical

Engineering (amongst others) and
they are now in a partnership with
the University of Wales, delivering
a BENg (Hons). We have found that
we can work together with NDGTA
top put together an apprentice
programme which suits our needs –
not those of the Universities, or the
Colleges.
I sympathise with the colleges.
They have to deliver general
courses to match the requirements
of many different industries, but
unfortunately, they do not realise
who their customer is. Some years
ago I asked that very question to a
Vice Chancellor of a University and
was told that their customer was the
Government. God help us if that is true.
Issues.
Obviously there have been many
issues over the years- all sorted out
by perseverance and a will to make
it work.
We have not always got the
selection right and we have had
to let a couple of apprentices
go – mainly because they had
irretrievably fallen behind with
their work. This has always been
a massive disappointment to us.
We have spent many weeks going
over the process and working on
why we got it wrong, but in most
cases, we are not in control of the
destiny of every individual – we
can provide all of the tools to do
the job, but every individual is
different. Furthermore, they mature
at different times. We are now
prepared for an issue sometime
during the four years of training
– we cannot always overcome
them, but we do try our level best
to pre-empt them and found that
this reduces the risk of the issue
becoming terminal.
We monitor performance and hold
monthly meetings of all of the
apprentices, along with the MD and
HR Director. We discuss individual
issues, academic problems and
make sure that homework is
being done. Due to the excellent
relationship we have with our
partner NDGTA, we get regular
www.bmpca.org.uk
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updates and instant notification of
absence and issues. It is imperative
that any issues are resolved
immediately. In our experience, the
major issue is not keeping up with
the large workload of assignments
– for college, NVQ and in the
workplace.
With all of these issues, how
has IAC been able to make
apprenticeships work for them?
Well, perseverance has always been
our watchword, and bouncing back
is what we have always done, but
we have never lost sight of why
we are doing it. We are doing it
because we believe in the system
that made us in the first place.
To justify this faith, we would site

the results of our system – the
ex-apprentices filling positions
throughout our organisation.
Our culture produces first class
engineers into a system which
develops talent and then finds
positions for them.
Structure.
Our apprentices have to work
extremely hard to achieve a
Modern Apprentice Certificate.
Along with the academic courses,
on day release, they have to
undertake units for PEO level 2, and
NVQ level 3, and then cover all of
the trade tests we have devised in
our apprentice handbook.
IAC currently takes on one craft
apprentice and one engineering
10
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apprentice each year, sometimes
two. Both disciplines require
two years working on the
manufacturing floor and learning
the basics. The engineering
apprentices then move around
all of the other departments in
blocks, giving them a multiskilled
education. In each department they
have to undertake around 12-20
tests, certified competent by the
line manager, before they can move
on. They come out competent in
CAD, able to test live and deliver
competent service at a customer’s
site. They will have worked in a
team delivering control systems
design, and also understand how
control panels should go together.
They also spend four months
as part of the sales
team, understanding
the requirements
of estimating and
communication.
At the end of the
apprenticeship, actually
six months before the
end, we are able to sit
down with the individual
and discuss where we
go from there. They
have had a four year
interview with all of
the managers and they
should know what they
now want to do for the
rest of their career. We
discuss the individual with all of the
management team and, so far, we
have been successful in positioning
most of the apprentices with what
they wanted to do.
We then offer continued education
to enable the engineering
apprentices to go on to complete
a degree course and achieve
Chartered Engineer status with
the IET. This takes another three
years of day release at university,
and a couple more to fulfil the
requirements of the IET.
Results.
We have lost a few ex-apprentices
over the years, but not many and
several of those who left have
returned. We are not going to be

able to please everyone, but we
feel that we have got the work life
balance about right. We can offer
careers in engineering from service
to sales, where the working day
is always different and the variety
of work stops the boredom. Our
bespoke product means that we
can do this, so it may not suit all
companies. However, the main
point of our success is that we have
driven the system ourselves. We
have not tried to get any cheap
labour – far from it. We have had
a clear goal and we have worked
hard to achieve it. We have not
relied on government scheme to
finance it and we have been able to
tailor academia to deliver what IAC
wants.
IAC embraces the UK Skills
Competition and has been
participating for the past six years
or so. We have won the Gold Medal
in the Control Systems sector
once, and Bronze several times.
Our apprentice, Luke Elsmore,
represented the UK in World Skills
in Brazil a couple of years ago.
He has recently received a first
class honours degree in Electrical
Engineering, achieved whilst
still doing his day job, which last
year included six months on a
customer’s site in Kent. We have
several more coming through who
are also potentially as good. We
believe that our simple system
enables our apprentices to achieve
the maximum they are capable of,
and that is all we ask them to do.
Not everyone is capable of being
number one, but we need talent
in all areas of the business and we
believe that our apprenticeship
delivers exactly that.
Our retention rate is high and
hopefully, will remain so. We
have nurtured the culture so that
everyone understands the learning
process and is willing to pass
on information to those coming
through. We have a team in the
correct meaning of the word – no
superstars, just really good people
working together and having fun.
You can do the same.

Optimized production,
maximized savings
Your process. Our priority.
Thermo Scientific™ coating weight sensors have a 65 year history of accurate,
reliable measurements of zinc, tin and other metal coatings in production lines
around the world. The sensor design delivers measurements that provide the
opportunity for maximum savings from automatic control of the coating weight.
There are also proven solutions for hot dipped galvanization lines that allow
installation above the air knives to provide the fastest measurement feedback
possible. Experience counts and here it counts your savings.

Find out more at thermofisher.com/metals
© 2017 Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. All rights reserved. All trademarks are the property
of Thermo Fisher Scientific and its subsidiaries unless otherwise specified.
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Looking after Tomorrow

T

he recent hot weather has
made everyone more aware
of the changes in the Earth’s
climate – caused undoubtedly by us.

investigated, including wind and
solar. IAC has a 30,000 sqft roof
space, so the quickest and easiest
method was thought to be solar.

The need to reduce greenhouse
gases and stop throwing plastic
into the sea is more relevant now
than ever.

This year, IAC have installed
98kW of solar panels on the roof
of its Newport facility, making
the company self-sufficient
in electricity during daylight
hours. Once the usage has been
monitored for a few months, IAC
will install storage to make the
company completely self-sufficient.

South Wales electrical systems
integrator, Industrial Automation
and Control have made a
commitment to do take the lead in
showing their customer base that
they are a sustainable business in
more than just financial terms. A
leading electrical controls company
should be using the technology it
markets.

Financial payback on the
investment is estimated to be

around seven years, depending on
how our weather develops, and
the lifespan of the newer solar
panels is in excess of ten years.
During daylight hours, IAC are
generating back into the grid and
being recompensed by the supplier.
Although the current tariffs are way
below those bandied about ten
years ago, they are still helpful in
reducing the payback period. But
cash is not the issue here. IAC want
to be taking the lead in reducing
the dependence on carbon based
fuels overall.

In 2016, IAC swapped out their
diesel company cars for hybrid
vehicles, and installed charging
points in the car park. This
investment is hard to justify in
purely financial terms, but did make
a statement of intent on behalf of
the company.
Other ways of reducing the
company’s carbon footprint were

Case study
We have completed the construction of a section of ductwork for the upcoming refurbishment of the No. 5 Blast
Furnace for Tata Port Talbot
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CISDI launches USA
subsidiary in Steel City
CISDI has announced a further
leap in its international operations
with the launch of a US subsidiary.
An office has now opened in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, America’s
Steel City.
CISDI chose Pittsburgh for its
world-renowned metallurgy
industry and its geographical
importance. The centralised
location of the State of
Pennsylvania connects trade from
east to west America.
Yu Zhaohui, CEO of CISDI Group,

attending the launch of the new
office on October 22, detailed the
operational role the Pittsburgh
team would play in the company’s
global operations.
“As an inside window into the
American steel industry, the
subsidiary is expected to utilize
CISDI’s global resources to preempt
the Americas’ market,”
he commented.
“Its pioneering team will work in
the metallurgy and infrastructure
arenas, on relationships with local
partners and promote to the

American and NAFTA marketplace
CISDI’s multi-disciplinary expertise
in upgrading and modernising,
along with new equipment supply
to existing steelworks to make
them more productive and energyefficient.”
The subsidiary, which is based
at One PPG Place in downtown
Pittsburgh, is headed up by Robert
Smith, CEO of CISDI USA Inc.

Innovation and Partnerships: eta are
disrupting the market
With my background in awarding
organisations (AO) I notice
they generally have the same
issues as the manufacturing
and engineering sectors in
how to modernise, update and
futureproof their organisations
and the service they provide.
Therefore, when an AO emerges
with the ambition, passion and
innovation currently on show at eta,
one is inclined to sit up and take
note.
As the disconnect between
awarding organisation and
learner grows, eta seeks to
become the bridge that the sector
craves, providing truly bespoke
‘partnerships’ with their centres to
maximise transparency, minimise
bureaucracy and ultimately provide
a service that sets them apart in
this limited market.
eta offers not only a range of
solutions, including regulated
qualifications in apprenticeship
standards and frameworks,

vocationally related qualifications,
and technical certificates, but
provides entry to work solutions
that complement this offering.
In delivering such solutions,
customisation and individualisation
is at the heart of all that eta do,
creating bespoke materials and
system portals to further add to
create value-added partnership.
Not content with significantly
increased service levels and
slashing certificate lead times from
weeks to days, eta have established
eCertificate turnaround within 24
hours of results processing into
business as usual. Ambitious for
some, but nonetheless delivered.
Recently opening a new office
in Chorley, following praise from
OFQUAL regarding commitment
from the team, eta is gaining
momentum in securing market
share through the unique centre
support approach. More centres
than ever in both England and
Northern Ireland are now able to
benefit from the eta team expertise

and experience, something Peta
Hairsine, Solutions and Compliance
Manager is delighted to see:
“The investment into facilities
and technology along with the
increased support we are now able
to provide to all of our centres is
allowing for a more personalised,
supportive service”

Peta Hairsine,
Solutions and Compliance Manager

I would recommend anybody
– employer or training provider
- with qualification registration
requirements, who feel the need
to see an approach that delivers
proactive engagement and
ultimately impact to your bottom
line, to take a fresh look at eta.
eta advise that for further
discussion, please contact
oliver@eta-gms.com or 01257
676457. www.eta-gms.com
Good luck to ETA in the sector.
Elizabeth Bonfield
www.bmpca.org.uk
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Oldham Engineering Ltd - Rail Sector Supplier
Oldham Engineering Ltd remains a family run company and preferred supplier to the
Nuclear, Defence, Rail, Steel, Oil & Gas, Subsea & Power Generation industries.
Oldham Engineering is an expert in turnkey project management and this unique
business provides in-house complementary services of CAD/CAM proof machining,
coded fabrication (BSEN ISO 3834-2), medium-heavy (30t – 10m) CNC machining,
Robot Welding and complex assembly & testing for batch and one off production.
Oldham Engineering Ltd also manufactures `safety critical’ components across all
sectors under a range of qualifications. See www.oldham-eng.com

Oldham Engineering Ltd - Rail Sector Supplier

Oldham Engineering Ltd remains a family run company and preferred supplier to the Nuclear, Defence,
Rail, Steel, Oil & Gas, Subsea & Power Generation industries. Oldham Engineering is an expert in turnkey
project management and this unique business provides in-house complementary services of CAD/
CAM proof machining, coded fabrication (BSEN ISO 3834-2), medium-heavy (30t – 10m) CNC machining,
Robot Welding and complex assembly & testing for batch and one off production. Oldham Engineering
Ltd also manufactures `safety critical’ components across all sectors under a range of qualifications.
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Castle Iron Works, Overens Street, Oldham, OL4 1LA
Tel: 0161 627 5822 | Fax: 0161 626 3500 |Web: www.oldham-eng.com
Due to the engineering expertise and capacity for coded fabrication and
large machining capability across many sectors, Oldham Engineering
Ltd, an ISO9001:2015 company is proud to support the supply chain of
Wabtec Faiveley, Brush Traction & Porterbrook on the FLEX Project. The
high quality manufacture of the `raft’ is imperative to fulfil the high
integrity design requirements of the Brush Traction design team and
Oldham Engineering Ltd have shown their pedigree in delivering high
quality ‘safety critical’ engineered components.
Oldham Engineering is undertaking work across the rail sector with other companies such as
Transport for London and Progress Rail, and realise the importance in the marketplace for such
engineering expertise within supply chain to support these large on-going projects. As an SME
Oldham Engineering Ltd provides excellent service to the Rail, Nuclear, Defence, Aerospace, Power
Generation, Oil & Gas and Subsea sectors, who all require safety critical engineering at the highest
quality level. If you require engineering services for high quality manufactured components, you
can contact the team at sales@oldham-eng.com or call 0161 627 5822.

Premier Hytemp Profile
Oil & Gas

Aerospace

Premier Hytemp’s components
are relied upon in safety critical
applications across the oil and
gas industry where quality and
reliability are essential, including
wellheads and trees, valves and
down hole tools.

Premier Hytemp holds ASI9100
accreditation and is involved in
manufacture of precision machined
aerospace parts. Our capabilities
allow us to manufacture parts for
Fan Casings, Landing Gear, Casing
& Fan Discs along with tooling and
many other integrated parts for
OEMs and Tier 1 suppliers.

Our customers use our knowledge
of and experience with specialist
metals to manufacture components
that can provide durable service
in diverse and extreme operating
environments, from the world’s
hottest deserts to the extreme cold
of the seabed in deep water.
We have developed long term
relationships with the leading
original equipment manufacturers
and service companies in the
industry based upon our consistent
ability to meet your requirements
in subsea wells, surface wells
or platform wells in almost any
environmental condition.

Nuclear
Premier Hytemp holds a F4N status
and has extensive experience to
support turnkey projects such as
decommissioning, gamma gate
refurbishment and other packages.
Premier Hytemp is audited in
line with Sellafield Contract
Quality Requirements (SLM4.06.02-Issue-3) and involved in
manufacture of various turnkey
machined parts from quality level 1
to 3 including project management.

Defence
Premier Hytemp is a market
leader in transforming metals and
Defence Industry is one of the key
focus sector for Premier Hytemp.
Premier Hytemp has proven
precision machining, cladding and
heat treatment capabilities. These
technical capabilities combined
with our commitment to quality,
material expertise and global
supply chain positions us strongly
for growth in defence sector.

www.bmpca.org.uk
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Modelling tensions in a thin foil
separator
The process of creating a coil
of thin foil in a foil separator is
probably one of the most extreme
cases of coiling. For example, a
seemingly small coil of 6 micron
foil can have over 30,000 laps
wound onto a spool. This enormous
number of laps creates very high
radial pressures which affect the
stickiness of the inner laps.
Foil manufacturers try to control
coil density through the build up by
using tension and pressure curves.
However, the real stress state of
the foil deep into the coil is not
known. This is because it changes
with each new lap wound onto the
coil. Equally, the stress state inside
the coil after further processing,
like after anneal, is usually just
estimated.
The Innoval Winding Model
The Innoval Winding Model is able
to calculate the development of
coiling stresses with a large number
of laps. Furthermore, it can do so
within a reasonable computing
time. It therefore offers us a clearer
insight into what the influence
of different coiling strategies, or
different coil set-up arrangements
on the foil separator, would be.

Figure 1: Radial pressure distribution through the radius for 3 cores of different
stiffnesses

Core stiffness effects in the foil
separator
We have compared the effect of
the stiffness of the core on the
stresses in the inner parts of the
coil by changing the thickness of
the steel. This is a possible variable
in foil plants to reduce the cost of
the cores. Thinner walled cores are
cheaper.

As expected, as we wind the
coil and add new laps, the radial
pressure inside the coil grows
to very high values. There is,
however, a difference in behaviour
depending on how stiff the core
is. Stiffer cores raise the pressure
on the laps close to the core. On
the other hand, less stiff cores
can actually have the effect of

In order to illustrate our model
capability, we have simulated the
coiling of a 1616 mm wide, 6.3
micron foil onto a steel 300 mm
core. We have set the tension and
pressure to a very simple strategy.
This is to highlight the impact of
the core on coiling stresses. The
diameter of the simulated coil is
700 mm. The calculation has been
carried out with over 32,000 laps.

Figure 2: Lap thickness distribution through the radius as a result of internal
stresses in the coil
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Furthermore, it will be a
contributing factor in the
occurrence of inter lap movement
and fretting corrosion near the
core, Figure 5. In this case, lower
stiffness cores would tend to
increase problems with fretting
corrosion later on.
A powerful tool
As you can see, the Innoval
Winding Model is a powerful tool
to understand the stress state of
a thin foil coil. It can also help you
to explore the impact of process
changes to your foil separator.
You’ll understand more how the
changes affect the quality and
reliability of the coils you send to
the laminator plants.
Figure 3: Distribution of circumferential tension through the radius of the coil for
cores of different stiffnesses

relieving pressure. This would have
implications on the tendency of the
material to stick in this area, making
it less likely to have problems.
Elastic deformation
It is interesting to note that the
pressures developed inside the
coil are high enough to elastically
deform the aluminium. Therefore,
apart from changing the inter
lap contact condition, elastic
deformation of the material
can lead to a small changes of
thickness. As a result, over time,
there could be permanent changes

due to creep. You can see this in
Figure 2.
We might be tempted to conclude
that a lower stiffness core would
be beneficial to the quality of the
final coil. However, the situation
is different if we look at the
development of circumferential
stresses.

Please contact us if you’d like
more information about any of our
process models.
Vicente Martin
Vicente is one of our Process
Improvement consultants and an
expert in aluminium foil rolling.
A metallurgist with 25 years’
experience, he has a wealth of both
product and process knowledge.

As you can see in Figure 3, the
inner laps move into a state of high
negative tension. This can result
in the development of buckling
defects, or v’s, in the inner parts of
the coil, Figure 4.

Figure 4: Buckling of a thin foil coil near the core

Figure 5: Fretting corrosion in an aseptic packaging
converted product

www.bmpca.org.uk
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A Golden Achievement: 100 Sarclad
Supplied Rolltex EDT Machines
In a year that has seen the
healthiest increase in EDT bookings
since 2013 and having secured in
September the order for two of our
flagship machines, the 72 electrode
Rolltex EDT for Donggang in China,
Sarclad are pleased to report that
we have secured another order
in China for two more 72 Rolltex
EDT’s for Tangshan, as well as an
order for an Eco EDT for Metex
in Germany. Bringing the total
number of EDT’s in backlog for
2019 delivery to six. A further
milestone of note is that these

contracts will take the total number
of Sarclad supplied EDT’s to over a
100. Something the business is very
proud of.
Richard Cowlishaw, Managing
Director of Sarclad expressed his
delight with the fantastic result;
“Congratulations and well done
to everyone involved in securing
these vital contracts. This is a great
achievement for the business and
will certainly test our processes and
abilities to execute to plan next year.”

In addition, there are still a number
of other real EDT opportunities
Sarclad are hoping to secure
before year end, for both 2018 and
2019 deliveries. Although timing
is now very tight for 2018, Sarclad
continue to push forward with the
prebuild of these contracts in the
hope that the orders are received
in time, but if not then there will
be additional units to add to the
already very healthy 2019 backlog.

Technology matters at Aluminium 2018
Technology matters… as Sarclad,
Amepa & nokra collaborate to
present an impressive exhibit at
this year’s Aluminium show at the
Messe, Dusseldorf.
With a 72sqm footprint, the area
was the largest to date that Sarclad
have contributed to at a show so
far. The 3 technology companies
displayed cutting edge solutions
suited for the Aluminium industry
on a clean-cut contemporary stand
design, which attracted a generous
footfall over the 3 day period.

Sarclad took this opportunity to
promote the new Digital Rollscan
system to the public for the first
time. Positive feedback has been
received regarding the new system
with its much improved capabilities
over its predecessor. As well as
the all new Rollscan, Amepa’s SRM
(Surface Roughness Measurement)
and nokra’s Laser-based Thickness
Measurement were among the
focal points of the collaboration.

After the success of this year’s
show, Sarclad are pleased to
confirm that a larger booth has
been reserved for Aluminium 2020.
Sarclad also looks forward to
working with Amepa & nokra at
the highly anticipated METEC 2019
conference set to be held at the
Messe Dusseldorf, in June next year.
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Same old, same old, must change
by Kevin Parkin

A

s we enter into even more
uncertainty for both the
country in general and
the manufacturing industries in
particular, we are still faced with the
same issues and dilemmas which
have hung over manufacturing
for the last 25 years. Successive
governments have danced around
a clear and committed strategy for
the future of U.K. manufacturing
but have successively failed to
understand the impotence of
manufacturing to so many parts of
our lives.
We take for granted that the
country will be adequately
defended but, as the control
of weapons becomes
more sophisticated, can
we genuinely rely upon
systems and control software
produced by foreign
countries? Even if these
countries are currently our
allies, will they always be in
the future and, can we be sure
that the computer program
codes used have not been
written by unknown organisations
in the Far East?
In terms of energy, governments
have again failed to develop
a clearly thought out strategy
which will provide enough
capacity to meet projected
demands from electric vehicles,
the cooling of buildings and the
need to maintain data centres at
a constant temperature. We all
became excited by the prospect
of replacement nuclear power
stations being built but, there is
little prospect of a new nuclear
power station being commissioned
any time soon in the UK. We used
to have world beating nuclear
technology in the UK in the form
of WESTINGHOUSE however, the
Civil Servants decided that it would
be a good idea to “give away” this
national asset and take the UK out
if any possibility of developing its
own reactors in the future.

Even the impressive nuclear fusion
plant run by the ITER consortium
has seen the U.K. pull out of
financially supporting this forwardthinking generator of relatively
clean energy.
Turning to transport and railways,
we are not now a world leading
manufacturer of locomotives but
have become an assembler of
German and Japanese designed
technology. We all have our
own opinions of HS2 but, if the
project does become a reality,
there is a prospect of the industry
demanding the majority of
apprentices we are currently
training. Thus can only lead to
a huge shortage of engineering
skills or a huge wage increase for
engineering apprentices. Whilst
increased wages for engineering
apprentices would prevent our
brightest young people opting
for a career in accountancy, law
or banking, it is doubtful if our
manufacturing industry could
absorb or pass on these costs.
The time has come for everyone
to realise that the U.K. has failed
to recognise the importance of
manufacturing from an academic,
social, GDP contributor and export
revenue generator. Our current
EUROPEAN partners have not
been so blasé about their own
manufacturing industries. France
and Germany view employee
education as a continuous
improvement initiative which may
explain why there is such a large
productivity differential between us
and them.
My solution to the issue is simple:• Remove the inequality between
technical and academic education
recognition
• Immediately introduce the T
grade qualification and stop
delaying its implementation date
2020?

• Implement a UK wide technical
qualification (EITB based) with
the same examination taken
nationally (similar to accountancy
and legal examinations)
• Give manufacturing companies
NI rebates to cover the financing of
craft apprentices
• Abandon the apprentice training
levy immediately
• Sack all Civil Servants developing
skills’ agendas and more useless
surveys
• Train more teachers in proper
manufacturing technologies
• Bring back electrical and
mechanical workshops in schools
• Give professional career guidance
to every pupil (this may have
commenced with the latest Gatsby
initiatives)
• Only admit graduates to the best
University engineering courses who
are employed and sponsored by
their employers. This initiative will
ensure graduates receive practical
experience to support their
academic studies.
I hope that I live to see the time
when an apprentice trained
engineer with an internationally
recognised certificate has access
to high quality work for life and, as
they progress to become a certified
engineer, they command the same
status as a doctor. Let’s see.
In the Sheffield City Region, the
work-wise Foundation runs a highly
successful annual manufacturing
careers event called “GET UP TO
SPEED”. Last year we attracted
2,000 pupils and this year we hope
it will be approaching 3,000 …
you can find out more at
www.getuptospeed.org.uk

www.bmpca.org.uk
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Advances in Roll Cladding Products
and Strategies in the Steel Industry

I

n the steel industry it’s is often a
case of “if it’s not broken, don’t
fix it” or “we have done it like
this for 20 years so why change
now?”. However, the pressure
on individuals, teams, managers,
department heads, directors and
everyone in between to make
cost savings and at the same time
increase efficiency and productivity
is continual and unrelenting. It is an
impossible task, unless change is
embraced and new methods and
strategies are employed.

the cladding
of continuous
caster rolls.
This can be
attributed
to the high
deposition
rate and cost
effectiveness
that are yet to
be matched
by alternative
techniques
such as Laser
cladding
or thermal
spraying.
The process of roll welding or
roll reclamation is undoubtedly a
mature technology. However, by
applying modern automation and
control techniques to the welding
equipment combined with further
development of the cladding
compositions and strategies, the
options for continuous caster roll
cladding resultant additional value
are significant.
To this end, there has been focus
and advances in roll reclamation

Roll welding, utilising either
Submerged Arc Welding (SAW)
or Open Arc Welding (OA)
techniques, has been and remains
the defacto method used in the
steel industry since the 1970s for
20
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consumable development,
knowledge, assessment, diagnosis
and the strategies deployed. Of
course, surface life of a given roll
remains essential. However, added
value, increased productivity
and efficiency come from
understanding and diagnosing the
specific modes of roll surface failure
in a specific location and employing
and implementing a connected and
joined up roll cladding strategy not for one roll in isolation but the
complete continuous caster from
top to bottom.
The “one solution fits all” approach
to roll welding, although sufficient
for many years, often no longer
meets the demands of modern,
forward thinking steel plants as the
push for savings and efficiency is
enforced. More recent focus and
developments in consumable alloy
design and roll cladding strategies
has ensured that the technology
of weld cladding remains the
most cost-effective technique for
optimising the life-cycle cost of
continuous caster rolls.
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Figure 1. Example of varying rates of roll wear rate throughout a continuous caster

Alloying Design and Material
Selection.
Often a single grade of martensitic
stainless steel with an optimum
microstructure and carefully
controlled levels of delta-ferrite is
used to clad all the rolls throughout
a continuous caster. However, often
the rolls in different areas and
locations of a caster often wear
at different rates because they
are exposed to subtly different
environments and therefore
mechanisms of degradation. For
example, the rate of wear of rolls
in those segments associated with
slab bending and unbending can
be greater than in those segments
that do not actively deform the
slab, as shown in Figure 1. for an
established European caster.
Furthermore, the drive rolls within
a segment can wear up to three
times faster than the surrounding
idle rolls, as demonstrated in Figure
2. for a South American slab caster.
More recent focus on roll location
and surface degradation specifics,
combined with developments
in welding consumable alloy
design and materials selection has
resulted in improved operational
life of critical continuous caster
components such as the foot rolls,
bender rolls, drive rolls, straightener
rolls etc. As an example, the
following images display just
some of the different and varied
modes of surface degradation on
continuous caster rolls:

Often, the traditional 12wt%Cr
martensitic stainless steels,
when utilised on the foot rolls,
top zone and rolls high up the
continuous caster can suffer
significant material loss, due to a
complex combination of various
corrosion-erosion and wear
mechanisms. Moreover, higher
alloyed products, although offering
significant performance in a
corrosive environment, may not
offer the required mechanical wear
resistance lower in the continuous
caster. The mode of surface
degradation may be the result of
mechanical wear, thermal fatigue,
corrosion, erosion, surface cracking,
other factors or a combination of
a few or many. It is for this reason
that a roll cladding strategy that
employs, accurate assessment

and diagnosis, experience and
knowledge combined with new,
innovative cladding alloys is
essential to optimise continuous
caster roll performance and cycle
life. Targeting wear characteristics
and negating the mode of failure
draws the difference in roll
performance closer together. The
careful selection and utilisation
of what has now become a wide
range of differing alloys for roll
cladding has resulted in zoning
strategies being applied throughout
the casters. These strategies offer
more consistent and homogenous
roll wear and performance not only
between rolls on an individual basis
but more importantly raises the
level of roll performance for the
complete caster.
Innovation, Strategies and
Developments.
With roll welding, often, corners
are cut and fewer layers are applied
in order to try and save on premachining, time welding, labour
and material required. However, this
approach not only short changes
the end user but also sacrifices the
composition of the roll surface and
therefore the roll performance in
operation.
In addition to the compositional
advances discussed, more recent
developments in alloy design has
resulted in additional strategies
being available. Advances in

Figure 2. A Comparison of the rate of wear of drive rolls and idle rolls within a given
segment
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Examples of differing modes of roll surface degradation depending on location:

The Future
Developments in continuous
caster roll welding technology
and advances in alloy design will
continue to offer the steel industry
new strategies to reduce costs and
increase operational efficiency
and performance. A combination
of knowledge, assessment and
diagnosis with the selection of the
correct roll cladding products to
develop the required roll strategy
is essential. It should not be
ignored or overlooked that the
roll surface in the grand scheme
of the operational intricacies
involved with running a continuous
caster are a relatively small part
of a larger picture. None the less,
the roll and more specifically the
roll surface remain an essential
and process critical part of the
continuous caster and its efficiency.
As pressure continues to mount to
make cut backs and cost savings,
roll performance and cladding
strategies will come under the spot
light more than ever.

alloying design has resulted in
the development of ‘over-alloyed’
wires. These are typically suited
to new continuous caster roll
manufacture (although they can be
utilised for roll reclamation with a
suitable buffer material) and allow
the roll manufacturer, welding
workshop or sub-contractor to
achieve full composition in as
little as one single layer. Where
as many as four layers may have
been required previously to achieve
close to full composition due to
dilution with the base material,
the potential for operational cost
savings with the ‘over-alloyed’
wires is clear and obvious.
It should be noted that often, the
end users or roll manufactures
have certain requirements or
specifications to be met with
regards the number of layers of
weld to be applied or the total
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thickness of the clad layer on
the roll surface. These aspects
need to be carefully considered,
particularly when employing a
single layer strategy and it may
be more appropriate to utilise a
double or triple layer over alloyed
wire strategy in order to comply
with the required specifications.
In addition, the base material of
the roll and the welding alloy have
to be carefully selected to allow
the constituents of both to work
together to produce the required
deposit and metallurgy. None
the less, with the development
of over alloyed wires with
differing compositions there is
a happy medium where costs
can be reduced significantly
while operational performance is
maintained or improved.
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YOUR ASSOCIATION

Worshipful Company of
Tin Plate Workers Top Apprentices

Members
CISDI
Corewire
Danieli
IAC Group
Metalock
MII Engineering Ltd
Oldham Engineering Ltd
Premier Hytemp
ROSS Controls
Sarclad

L-R: Liam Simpson, The Master of the Worshipful Company of Tin Plate Workers –
Tony Steinthal, George Perry

Sheffield Forgemasters
International

Our 2017 Metals Industry
Apprentices of the Year were:

Cleveland Bridge’s projects include
the Sydney Harbour Bridge;

Career Development: Liam
Simpson, Apprentice Fabricator,
Cleveland Bridge, Darlington

Bourne Steel has provided
structural steelwork for many City
of London buildings.

Thermo Fisher Scientific

Craft Skills: George Perry,
Apprentice Welder/Fabricator,
Bourne Steel, Poole

Liam and George each received
£1,200 to spend on IT equipment
and attended the May Court
Dinner to receive their certificates.
Apprentices from Sheffield
Forgemasters (steel production
& engineering), Ardagh Group
(metal packaging) and Gripple
(wire products) were runners-up.

Associate Members

These awards, now in their 18th
year, recognise excellence in
hands-on engineering, metallurgy
or manufacturing skills and
commitment to progression. They
are still the only such awards
specifically for young people
following formal apprenticeships
in the metals industry. This year’s
winners both came from leading
structural steelwork companies:

Siemens

Kevin Parkin

Electronic application forms for
this year’s Metals Apprentice
of the Year are available from
Elizabeth Bonfield.

British Manufacturing Plant Constructors Association (BMPCA)
c/o The Manufacturer, Hennik Group Ltd, 5th Floor, Elizabeth House, 39 York Road, London, SE1 7NQ
Tel: +44 (0) 7711 207874 Email: ebonfieldbmpca@mail.com
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